
BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In re: Petition by Florida Power & Light
Company (FPL) for authority to charge FPL
rates to former City of Vero Beach customers
and for approval of FPL's accounting
treatment for City of Vero Beach transaction.

DOCKET NO. 20170235-EI

In re: Joint petition to terminate territorial
agreement, by Florida Power & Light and the
City of Vero Beach.

DOCKET NO. 20170236-EU

PETITIONER CIVIC ASSOCIATION OF INDIAN RIVER COUNTY’S RESPONSE TO
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION FROM VERO BEACH OFFICIALS

1. The participation of the Civic Association of Indian River County [“Civic Assn.” or

“CAIRC”] in these petitions can, in large part, be attributed to the attitudes and

pernicious actions of City of Vero Beach [“COVB”] officials, as outlined below. The

letter to the Commission from Mayor Howle allows us early entree into this subject.

2. Since the origination of this proposed transaction, city residents who either

question the details of the sale and budgeting for the City or, worse, object to any

parts of it, have been subjected to personal attack and retribution by the present

City Council members and those of the recent past, as well. The campaign to silence,

and even to punish, any opposition has been remarkable by any standards.

3. Attached are the most recent social media postings of Harry Howle, current

mayor and constant correspondent with the PSC, in spite of the City being

adequately represented themselves by legal counsel. CAIRC wishes to add these

postings to the record, since Mayor Howle’s assertions are part and parcel to the

problems found in addressing this matter at all levels.



4. The Mayor of this admittedly small city states that his “residents and neighbors”

are being “negatively impacted” by anyone requesting that alleged facts and

projections about one of the most momentous changes to the City revenue stream

and its loss of one of the most reliable and hard-working utility staff in the state

would be challenged. An extraordinary, but telling, admission.

5. The Mayor sets out more false statements about the CAIRC positions and actions,

saying we are part of a cadre “working behind the scenes” to kill the sale. Nothing

could be further from the truth. We have presented in open forum settings, at

Council meetings, and intervened in any proceeding [including intervening with the

FERC in 2013 to protest much of the questionable “facts” that were being proffered

at that time by FPL] in which we felt we should be giving the citizens a voice. If this

participation was not adequately covered in the local media, that was not under our

control. The bias of some in the local media is well known, and it has been a struggle

to have a voice owing to that situation.

6. Painting our and others efforts to find the truth among all the FPL propaganda as

“trying to kill” the sale is tremendously inaccurate and unfair. Our voices, from the

start, were there to point out the dangers of acting rashly, without legal guidance,

and without a rational plan for the City budget. Much evidence of this educated and

expert-driven informational program is available, but when up against a behemoth

corporation who can buy hourly television ads in any market, our voices were not as

loud. Getting people to understand such a dense and complicated issue, of course, is

no small task. So when the matter was reduced by the Mayor and his predecessors

to “lower rates for everyone!” the voices of reason had an even more difficult time

being heard.



7. The Mayor is also “furious” that the large consumers of electric would, via FIPUG,

actually have the nerve to complain. We note this only to indicate the sadly

self-centered attitudes of these local officials seeking to demean even those who are

being asked to pay the lion’s share of this purchase via their rates.

8. As you can see from the attached social media posts from this same Mayor, the

vitriol and frankly shocking requests to get his followers to attack our efforts is quite

over the top from anyone, but more particularly from an elected official. “Doxing”

anyone who dares speak the truth is how this campaign has been run. Prior City

Councilmembers have threatened staff with dismissal if any of them even

questioned the terms and conditions of the sale. Last year, when acting as the mayor

at the time, Councilmember Moss took a vote to deprive our city finance and utility

committees not only of reviewing the latest deal but to also completely silencing

them from any debate on the matter. That vote passed with the votes of the

FPL-supported councilmembers, another shocking move. Turning your back on

expertise and knowledge hardly seems the prudent course for those running our City

and working for the best interests of their constituents.

9. These points, and attached examples, are merely the tip of the iceberg when it

comes to proving that the public interest will not benefit from the actions being

considered by the Commission. While much more will be in evidence in the future,

these points are directed to the most recent filing of the Mayor’s letter.

Respecfully submitted for the consideration of the Commission.
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